We developed a periodic version of density matrix embedding theory, DMET, with which it is possible to perform electronic structure calculations on periodic systems, and compute the band structure of solid-state materials. Electron correlation can be captured by means of a local impurity model using various wave function methods, like, for example, full configuration interaction, coupled cluster and multiconfigurational methods. The method is able to describe not only the ground-state energy but also the quasiparticle band picture via the real-momentum space implementation. We investigate the performance of periodic DMET in describing the ground-state energy as well as the electronic band structure for one-dimensional solids. Our results show that DMET is in good agreement with other many-body techniques at a cheaper computational cost. We anticipate that periodic DMET can be a promising first principle method for strongly correlated materials.
requires a justification by experimental measurements, which are often not accessible for new materials, thereby reducing their applicability to materials design.
Moving beyond DFT, GW 17, 18 has been widely considered as the method of choice for band gap/band structure predictions for weakly correlated systems. Meanwhile, dynamical meanfield theory (DMFT) 19 combined with KS-DFT, denoted as DFT+DMFT, remains one of the most accurate methods for strongly correlated materials, such as Mott insulators and correlated metals. 20, 21 Both are Green's function-based theories and are able to provide a comprehensive understanding of electronic band structure beyond the mean-field approximation in KS-DFT. However, the frequency-dependent formulation is computationally very expensive, and these methods are thus affordable only for crystals with small unit cells sampled by a k-mesh with moderate size (k is the crystal momentum). Recently, density matrix embedding theory (DMET) has been proposed as a computationally cheaper alternative to DMFT while offering the same accuracy for lattice models. [22] [23] [24] [25] DMET has been extended to treat ground-state and excited states for several chemical systems using different quantum chemical solvers. 24, [26] [27] [28] [29] Remarkably, DMET has inspired the development of other theories based on density matrix embedding, such as density embedding theory (DET), 30 bootstrap embedding, [31] [32] [33] incremental embedding, 34 localized active space self-consistent field (LASSCF), 35, 36 and projected density matrix embedding theory. 37 Its extensions to the real-time formulation 38 as well as to the electron-phonon interacting system 25, 39 have also been investigated. For periodic systems, DET with a coupled cluster solver has been implemented to compute correlation energy in several one-dimensional systems. 40 DET can be seen as a one-shot calculation in the DMET framework in which the mean-field quantum bath is not updated self-consistently. It has been shown in our previous work that the optimization of the bath can significantly improve the accuracy for system with translational symmetry like the hydrogen chain. 28 To the best of our knowledge, the development of DMET as a band structure method for realistic chemical models of condensed-phase materials, has not yet been explored.
In this work, we extend the DMET method to solid-state materials by making use of the local nature of Wannier functions and the translational symmetry of crystals. Our periodic DMET exploits the dual representation of periodic systems in which a local embedding model is constructed in real space and the mean-field wave function is updated in momentum space in an iterative manner. The proposed method is not only able to study ground-state energy but also non-local properties such as quasiparticle band structures. We investigate the performance of the periodic DMET on a series of one-dimensional solids at different lattice constants, including hydrogen (1D-H), lithium hydride (1D-LiH), and polyyne. Our results show that the ground-state energy by DMET is in an excellent agreement with that of the equivalent non-embedding calculations while working on a much smaller Hilbert space. More importantly, the DMET band structure albeit its simplicity agrees well with those obtained by more complicated many-body techniques. DMET can be seen as a wave function-based alternative to DFT+DMFT, however, being free from double-counting because of the use of HF as the mean-field level, it is an attractive ab initio method for strongly correlated materials.
Theory
We first discuss the real space-momentum space dual representation for a crystal in Section 2.1. We then present key components of the DMET algorithm while highlighting the key differences between molecular DMET and periodic DMET in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses our simple scheme to construct a quasiparticle band structure from DMET. A detailed implementation together with its advantages as well as shortcomings are presented in Section 2.4.
Dual representation for periodic systems
In mean-field theories, e.g., HF or KS-DFT, for periodic systems, a ground-state wave function of a perfect crystal is conveniently determined by a set of one-electron crystalline orbitals known as Bloch wave functions, ψ k m (r), or simply Bloch functions, in the momentum space (i.e., k-space). Since the lattice-translation operator commutes with the Hamiltonian, the crystal momentum k together with the band index m (m = 1, 2, ..., N band ) are good quantum numbers to label the periodic wave function. The relation between the eigenvalues E m (k) of Bloch functions and the momentum k is referred to as a dispersion relation or an electronic band structure. It is important to emphasize that the band structure is a direct consequence of the translational symmetry. When this symmetry is disregarded (e.g., in a supercell calculation using Γ-point sampling 41 ), the band structure is reduced to an orbital energy diagram of molecular systems. Owing to the periodicity, the band structure in the first Brillouin zone (FBZ), i.e., the Wigner-Seitz cell 42 
where ψ k n (r) is defined implicitly. The unitary transformation matrix U k mn are chosen to localize Wannier functions in real space by minimizing a spread functional 43
wherer n is the WF centroid.
The WFs are conceptually similar to the atomic orbitals or basis functions in quantum chemistry. The U k mn can be computed during a self-consistent field (SCF) calculation 44 or via a post-SCF approach as proposed by Marzari and Vanderbilt 43 [resulting in so-called maximally-localised Wannier functions (MLWFs)]. In this work, we use the latter procedure to compute U k mn because this method allows one to straightforwardly construct WFs from any band structure method without the need to modify the underlying SCF algorithm. One can think of a crystal in the real space as a giant molecule subjected to the Bornvon Karman boundary conditions, 45 defined as a computational supercell, composed of as many unit cells as the numbers of k-points used to sample the FBZ. Figure 1 shows such a computational supercell for a square crystal in a two-dimensional space. an exact method like full configuration interaction, FCI, for real materials is still practically intractable because one generally needs a large number of k-points, which is equivalent to a large computational supercell, to reach the thermodynamic limit (TDL). 46 Hence, imposing adequate approximations is crucially important in electronic structure theories for periodic systems. In the next section, we will discuss how the localized nature of MLWFs and translational symmetry can be exploited to construct an impurity model with an even smaller Hamiltonian thanĤ A , which can be handled by highly accurate methods.
Periodic DMET algorithm
The derivation of DMET has been presented repeatedly in the literature; 22, 26 here, we briefly review its features as related to our periodic implementation. For any system, one can always partition it into two subsystems F, i.e., fragment, and E, i.e., environment with the assumption that the Hilbert space of F is smaller than that of E. F can be a group of sites in a lattice model or a group of atoms in a molecule or a unit cell in a crystal. DMET generates an impurity model containing F and the part of E which is entangled to F by performing a Schmidt decomposition on an approximate single-determinantal wave function,
where λ i is a coefficient, |f i and |b i are determinants in the Fock space of fragment and bath orbitals, respectively, and N f is the number of fragment states. The Schmidt decomposition separates E into the bath (|b i ), which is entangled to the fragment, and the core (|core ), which is unentangled from the fragment, and by construction there can be no more bath states than fragment states. Projecting the Hamiltonian into the impurity basis of |f i and |b i generates the impurity Hamiltonian (Ĥ imp ), which has a smaller size than the original Hamiltonian owning to the exclusion of the unentangled core state. This impurity model is similar to an Anderson impurity model 47 where an infinite lattice problem is mapped to a finite local problem.
When the system of interest is a crystal with translational symmetry under periodic boundary conditions, one or more unit cells can be chosen as the fragment and the other unit cells play the role of the environment. However, using two or more unit cells, i.e., an impurity cluster, as a fragment can potentially break the translational invariance within the impurity cluster and a special treatment like the dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) formulation must be used to preserve the symmetry. 24 In our work, we simply restrict the fragment to the reference unit cell in order to preserve the translational symmetry within the computational supercell. We would like to emphasize that the impurity HamiltonianĤ imp has a significant smaller size compared to that ofĤ A . Indeed, the one-body part ofĤ imp andĤ A have the
the size for the two-body part ofĤ imp andĤ A , respectively. One can easily see that the size ofĤ imp does not depend on the number of k-points used to sample the FBZ. This is the most appealing consequence of DMET algorithm applying to systems with translational invariance like crystals.
In DMET, one needs a set of orthonormal orbitals to define the fragment and the environment. For molecules, these are localized orbitals obtained by some localization schemes, e.g., Foster-Boys, 48 meta-Lowdin, intrinsic atomic orbitals (IAO). 49 For periodic systems, it is natural to utilize Wannier functions (WFs) since they are well-localized orbitals satisfying the orthonormality condition
Similar to molecular DMET, the bath orbitals can be constructed by the SVD of the fragment block of the occupied orbital coefficient tensor. This is equivalent to the eigenvalue decomposition of the environment block (D E ) of the one-body reduced density matrix (1-RDM) of the computational supercell
where λ is the diagonal matrix with N f none-zero eigenvalues λ i . Once the embedding basis, thus the impurity Hamiltonian, is defined, solving the impurity model by a high level-method is similar to the molecular DMET algorithm. In particular, one needs to solve
whereN = α † p α q is the particle number operator and µ is determined so that
where N cell is the number of electrons per unit cell. Moreover, µ = 0 if one uses the same quantum chemical solver, i.e., HF, to construct the fragment-bath basis as well as to solve the impurity Hamiltonian, i.e., |Φ tr ≡ |Ψ imp . We use this "exact embedding" 50 to test the fidelity of our Wannierization algorithm.
As standard in DMET, the bath orbitals can be improved by applying a correlation potential u = pq u pq α † p α q , to the mean-field (low-level) Hamiltonian used to obtain |Φ tr in order to minimize the difference between the 1-RDM of |Φ tr and that of |Ψ imp . In k-space, we find |Φ tr (k) by solving the eigenvalue equation
whereĥ(k) is the low-level Hamiltonian andF A (k) is the Fock operator (or the one-electron part ofĤ A ) projected into the active subspace A discussed in section 2.1. Here, we assume thatû is not k-dependent; this is equivalent to a block-diagonal form in the real space representation ofû. We chooseû to optimize the cost function
where D l emb and D h emb are the R-space 1-RDMs associated with the low-level and highlevel wave functions in the embedding basis, respectively. The use of the k-space low-level
Hamiltonian to obtain the electronic band structure from the local impurity model will be discussed in section 2.3.
Electronic band structure from DMET
As discussed in section 2.1, an electronic band structure is often modeled as the eigenval- 25 we obtain the band structure by diagonalizing a low-level Hamiltonian containing a correlation potential which is optimized by comparing the correlated and mean-field density matrices. However, we have found that the operatorĥ(k) from eq (11) utilizing the cost function of eq (12) results in unphysically dispersive bands because a change in the cost function in eq 12 can generate a drastic variation ofĥ(k) at certain k-points. We note that the band structure is in fact a global observable corresponding to the total system.
In view of this, we use a second, separate effective one-body Hamiltonian to compute the band structure,ĥ
whereû solvesû
where D l and D h global are the low-level and high-level 1-RDM associated with the computational supercell, respectively. Note that D global depends indirectly on the original correlation potential,û, which solves eq (12) . We compute the global correlated 1-RDM as in Ref.
37, but applying to crystal systems and utilizing translational symmetry: the rows associated with the reference unit cell (R 0 ) are obtained from the embedding 1-RDM (D h emb ) by transforming back to the WF basis.
where D h R 0 is the global correlated 1-RDM associated with the reference unit cell and C emb are the coefficient vectors of the embedding orbitals. Next, the rows of the correlated 1-RDM matrix corresponding to the other unit cells are obtained by means of the translational This procedure is summarized by a schematic representation in Figure 2 . Finally, we average the resulting 1-RDM with its Hermitian conjugate,
Once D h global is computed, we solve eq (14) and diagonalizeĥ (k) from eq (13) to obtain the band structure. This correlated band structure is an approximate quasiparticle picture.
Per Green's function theory, 51 as invoked in, for instance, DFT+DMFT, 21 exact ionization potentials and electron affinities solve the self-consistent eigenvalue equation,
known as the Dyson equation, where the energy-dependent operatorΣ is known as the selfenergy and where the Bloch eigenstates ψ k m are the so-called Dyson orbitals. [52] [53] [54] [55] Green's function theory is an exact theory -i.e., given the exact self-energy, obtained by summing over an infinite diagrammatic expansion, 51 this single-particle eigenvalue equation gives exact energy differences between various N -electron and N ± 1-electron states. Any approximation toΣ which omits the energy dependence results in a single unitary transformation of molecular orbitals to Dyson orbitals, implicitly generating a single determinant whose orbital energies yield the approximate band structure. We conjecture that the correlation potential u is an effective energy-independent approximation to the self-energy, and the results of our calculations reported below provide circumstantial evidence to that effect.
Periodic DMET implementation
In this section, we list all the algorithmic steps in a periodic DMET calculation as well as discuss advantages and technical challenges in our theory and current implementation. The DMET algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Perform a HF calculation using a certain k-point mesh, for example, a uniform Γcentered or a Monkhorst-Pack mesh. 56 2. Define an active subspace A which includes important bands.
3. Transform the k-space one-electron and two-electron repulsion integrals (1-ERI and 2-ERI), to the R-space.
4.
Initializeû: u pq = 0.
5. Get the trial wave function |Φ tr (k) using eqs 10-12.
6. Construct the bath orbitals using eq 7.
TransformĤ
8. Initialize µ (µ = 0) and solveĤ imp by a solver of choice and interactively search for µ according to eq 8 and 9.
9. Solve for u pq according to eqs 10-12. If not converged, return to step 5.
10. If u pq is converged, compute the total energy per cell and the band structure using eq 14.
As mentioned above, we exploit the dual representation of periodic systems in our implementation where the bath updating is performed in the k-space while the impurity problem is solved in the real space. Currently, the ERI transformation in step 3 requires substantial memory and computational time and scales poorly with the number of k-points. Fortunately, this step is performed only once and is parallel-scalable using OpenMP or MPI techniques. 57 The second factor adding to the computational cost of the periodic DMET is the self-consistency in steps 4-9. Although the cost for a single impurity problem is manageable, the convergence of the correlation potential is often slow whenû contains many degrees of freedom. This convergence problem arises in the conventional DMET algorithm.
Although there have been several efforts to improve the convergence of the DMET algorithm, 31,37 a definite answer has not yet been found. In the current work, we either do a fully self-consistent DMET (sc-DMET) or a one-shot DMET (o-DMET), which only includes step 1-8. This is similar to different flavors in a GW calculation, which depends on how one would like to optimize the self-energy. [58] [59] [60] The periodic DMET algorithm is presented by the schematic diagram in Figure 3 . The primary difference between the periodic DMET algorithm and the molecular one is the exploitation of translational symmetry. In fact, one can apply the molecular DMET algorithm to a supercell of a crystal (the size can be made equal to the size of any computational supercell defined in the Section 2.1) starting with a mean-field wave function at the Γ-point.
The TDL convergence of the total energy by using a large supercell should be equivalent to that by sampling the FBZ with a dense k-mesh. However, the detail of the wave function in the k-space would be lost in the former case and the construction of a band structure would not be possible. Our algorithm strictly preserves translational invariance by choosing one unit cell as the fragment as well as by exploiting the k-space representation of the Hamiltonian. Furthermore, our use of MLWFs in DMET has several advantages. As previously mentioned, the construction of MLWFs can be performed on top of any band structure methods (e.g., Gaussian, plane-wave, numerical basis set) thereby facilitating the interface of DMET with a periodic mean-field code. Secondly, the construction of a smooth band structure requires a large number of k-points, hence it becomes intractable for expensive band structure methods, such as KS-DFT using exact exchange, GW, or equation-of-motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) method. 61 Meanwhile, the DMET band structure can be conveniently constructed from a smaller k-point mesh calculation (but large enough to reach the TDL) using the MLWF-based interpolation scheme. 62 In fact, this interpolation has been implemented for hybrid functionals and GW band structures in the VASP package. 63-66
Computational methods
In order to test the performance of periodic DMET and our implementation, we first compute the total energy as a function of bond length (or lattice parameter) for several onedimensional solids: hydrogen (1D-H), lithium hydride (1D-LiH), and polyyne. All systems share a similar crystal structure with two atoms per unit cell. For 1D-H, the internuclear distance between adjacent hydrogen atoms alternates between two lengths with a ratio between them of 1.5 (Figure 4a ). For 1D-LiH, all adjacent Li-H internuclear distances are set to the same value (Figure 4b ). For polyyne, the length for the single (grey) and triple (orange) bonds at equilibrium (scaling factor = 1) are 1.320Å and 1.263Å, respectively (Figure 4c ).
These systems are quasi-1D in the sense that they are constructed by separating adjacent chains by a distance of 10Å. We use GTH pseudopotentials 67 and the SZV basis set for all the atoms. This corresponds to one, two, and four orbitals for H, Li, and C, respectively.
For all structures, the FBZ is sampled by a uniform Γ-centered k-mesh. The total energy obtained from DMET is compared against the exact solution using the molecular solvers on the computational supercell at the same level of theory (FCI or CCSD).
Next, we benchmark the quasiparticle band structures from DMET against EOM-CCSD 61
as well as KS-DFT using the PBE 68 and B3PW91 69,70 functionals. The computed band structures are compared to results from IP-EOM-CCSD and EA-EOM-CCSD. 61 For each case, we seek for one root which has the largest overlap with the single excitation. These Koopmans-like states are good approximations for the conduction (≡ −EA(k) where EA(k)
is the EA at the crystal momentum k) and valence band (≡ −IP (k) where IP (k) is the IP at the crystal momentum k).
DMET calculations are performed using our code, called pDMET, which can be found in the github. 71 Note that our code is not limited to one-dimensional systems; 1D solids are used to test our implementation because the exact solution for them is affordable. The molecular quantum chemical solvers, the electron repulsion integrals (ERIs), periodic HF, periodic KS-DFT, and periodic EOM-CCSD are obtained using the PySCF 1.6 package. 72 The PBC module of PySCF utilizes a hybrid basis set scheme where the localized nature of Gaussian functions and the efficiency of plane-waves are combined to treat systems under PBC. For more details, we refer the readers to existing papers. 61 The MLWFs are constructed using the wannier90 code 62 via our Python interface pyWannier90. 73 All the calculations are performed in the spin restricted formalism. is stronger when the H-H distance is larger and weaker when it is smaller. In 1D-H, the band structure contains two s-bands, resulting in two s-like MLWFs (Figure 4a ). Figure 5 presents the total energy using different numbers of k-points as a function of the distance (d). Our result shows that both o-DMET and sc-DMET (FCI is used as the high-level solver)
give excellent agreement with the FCI energy with errors lower than 2 mHa. Remarkably, the accuracy of DMET is consistent with the number of k-points, indicating that DMET is de facto size-extensive. This is an important requirement for an electronic structure theory for periodic systems as one often needs to converge the total energy to the TDL by using a dense k-mesh. Moreover, the sc-DMET energy is almost identical to the FCI energy, demonstrating the ability of the self-consistent optimization of the correlation potential to capture the electron correlation. As shown in Figure 6 , there is a small difference between o-DMET and sc-DMET when a 1x1x3 k-mesh is used. However, o-DMET with a denser k-mesh describes the dissociation limit poorly, exhibiting substantial and increasing undercorrelation for distances larger than 2.9Å. Meanwhile, the errors of sc-DMET are less than 5 mHa across the entire potential energy curve and again consistent between the different numbers of k-points. Polyyne: All eight bands are used to generate MLWFs from a HF wave function using 3 k-points. As a result, the total system has 24 electrons in 24 orbitals while the embedding space is only 16 electrons in 16 orbitals. We perform o-DMET using CCSD and FCI as well as sc-DMET using FCI as the high-level solvers. The difference between o-DMET(CCSD) and CCSD is less than 0.01 Ha at all geometries (Figure 7 ). There is a small difference between o-DMET(CCSD) and o-DMET(FCI) for the scaling factor smaller than 1. However, the difference becomes larger (up to ca. 9 mHa) when the system is stretched (the scaling factor larger than 1). In general, the o-DMET(CCSD) and o-DMET(FCI) dissociation curves qualitatively agree with each other around, implying that the electron correlation in polyyne is weak, particularly around the equilibrium geometry. We note that the energies by sc-DMET(FCI) are slightly larger than those by o-DMET(FCI), the largest difference being only ca. 2 mHa. 
Electronic band structure
We compute quasiparticle band structures for the 1D-H (d = 2.0Å) and polyyne (equilibrium, scaling factor = 1.0) using different levels of theory. As aforementioned, a smooth band structure from HF, KS-DFT, or DMET can be straightforwardly constructed by means of an interpolation scheme using MLWFs. In order to construct continuous band states from EOM-CCSD, a dense k-mesh must be shifted around to get the IP and EA at the desired kpoint. In particularly, we first perform a EOM-CCSD calculation using a uniform mesh of 15 k-points centered at Γ (k = 0) to sample the FBZ. We then shifted the same k-mesh so that it centers at Z (k = 0.5) and performed another calculation using this shifted k-mesh while keeping the other parameters unchanged. This procedure is only valid if the wave functions using different k-meshes converge to the same electronic state. Indeed, the difference in the CCSD energies are less than 0.01 mHa for both structures (see Table 8 in the SI), hence the EOM-CCSD energies from two k-meshes can be combined to construct a smooth conduction and valence band. 1D-H: Figure 8 shows the band structures for the 1D-H (d = 2.0Å) using different levels of theory. The bands from different theories have similar dispersion and the difference here is mainly in the band gap. The band gaps from KS-DFT using either PBE (2.00 eV) or B3PW91 (4.48 eV) functionals are much smaller than the HF band gap (14.53 eV) (see Table 1 ). Interestingly, sc-DMET with CCSD solver and EOM-CCSD give higher band gaps of 17.84 and 20.46 eV, respectively. It is not feasible to conclude which method is more accurate for this toy system due to the lack of a reference value. We note that although EOM-CCSD has been shown to accurately describe the band structures of diamond and silicon, 61 its performance in predicting band gap for solids requires an extensive benchmark on a large number of systems. Figure 8 : Electronic band structure of hydrogen chain computed by sc-DMET using a CCSD solver and other methods. Note that the valence bands by different methods are almost identical. The Fermi energy is shifted to 0 eV.
Polyyne: The total energy from sc-DMET using CCSD solver does not converge to a stationary point after our exhausted effort. However, DMET using FCI quickly converges after several iterations within a threshold of 0.01 eV in band gap as shown in Figure 9b .
The difference in the total energy between FCI and CCSD is small at equilibrium geometry, as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, the band structure by the FCI solver can be compared directly with the EOM-CCSD one. The change in band gap after one iteration (i.e., o-DMET) is unnoticeable (although not identically zero because in this case we are still solving Eq. (14) forû , even thoughû is zero). However, it is drastically decreasing and converged to an optimal value of 3.96 eV after 7 iterations, to be compared with the HF band gap of 5.88 eV (Figure 9b ). Interestingly, the total energy difference between o-DMET and sc-DMET is only about 0.07 eV, which is much smaller than the change in the band gap.
In general, the band dispersion described by HF and DMET are very similar (see Figure 9a ). Figure 9 : Electronic band structure of polyyne computed by HF (grey) and DMET using the FCI solver (red) with the Fermi energy shifted to 0 eV (a), the convergence of band gap (b) and the total energy (c) against the number of iterations. ∆E is the difference between the total energy at the n-th iteration and the first iteration (i.e., o-DMET.)
Next, we compare the DMET band structure, obtained using FCI as a solver, against other theories (see Figure 10 ). 75 This is a substantially better agreement than that of EOM-CCSD at 5.06 eV, which is an encouraging sign about the accuracy of DMET's band structures as well as its overall accuracy in predicting solid-state band gaps. 
Concluding remarks
We have introduced and implemented periodic DMET as a ab initio band structure method based on density matrix embedding for periodic systems. By exploiting crystal translations, DMET can provide a quasiparticle band picture for solid-state materials. DMET shares the same core idea as DFT+DMFT in which the local electron correlation can be utilized to improve the global mean-field observables. Unlike DFT+DMFT, DMET by construction is free from double-counting issues and computationally less expensive owing to its frequencyindependent formulation. In principle, with DMET one can compute the entire electronic band structure which is very important in studying the non-trivial topological structure of materials. 79 Moreover, we emphasize that periodic DMET is not yet designed to study local observables in system with broken (short-range) translational symmetry, for example, a crystal defect or an catalytic active site or gas molecules on a surface. For these systems, other quantum embedding techniques, such as density functional embedding theory, 80 projectionbased embedding theory, 81 LASSCF, 35 active-space decomposition method (ASD), [82] [83] [84] or molecular DMET can be used.
Our preliminary results on one-dimensional solids are promising. The efficiency of DMET is dominated by two processes: the integral transformation and the convergence of the correlation potential. While the former can be improved by exploring the parallel computing techniques, the latter (also arises in the molecular DMET) is more problematic. Furthermore, the convergence of the correlation energy toward the thermodynamic limit has not yet been inspected in this work. These issues, currently under investigation, are essential to make DMET a practical method. Finally, DMET can progress in several directions. For example, a real-time extension of DMET or dynamical cluster approximation formulation can be developed in analogy to those of DMET for molecule and lattice models. 24, 38 We also plan to explore difference solvers in combination with periodic DMET like multireference methods 85 to study band structures. We anticipate that our proposed theory can be an potential alternative to DFT+DMFT as a band structure method for strongly correlated materials. 
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